Yomiuri Shimbun, Monday, July 18, 2011

“Four Rehabilitation Special Zone”
Initiative by Democrats (DPJ) and Liberal Democrats (LDP)
Proposed by members concerned.
Preparations for inter-party partnership in the post Kan government?
The Rehabilitation Vision for the area hit by the Great East Japan Earthquake was
released on July 17 by a group of Nobuo ISHIHARA, former vice cabinet secretary and
interested MPs of the Democratic Party and the Liberal Democratic Party (organized by
Koji SUZUKI, Total Project-Producer).
The vision includes Four Special Zones including the “Eco-City + Automobile-related
New Industry Special Zone” and envisages the creation of a 70 trillion-yen market and
2.5 million jobs.
The group consists of around 20 members. They include, in addition to Ishihara who
was the vice cabinet secretary at the time of Hanshin/Awaji Earthquake in 1995, Shinji
TARUTOKO, House of Rep, chair of the Committee on Fundamental National Policies
of the Democratic Party, Jin MATSUBARA, Democratic Party, House of Rep., Ichiro
AISAWA, chair of the Diet Affairs Committee of the Liberal Democratic Party, and
Takeshi IWAYA, Liberal Democratic Party, House of Rep. They have been engaged in
the formulation of the vision since immediately after the earthquake in March.
The four special zones are; 1) Eco-City + Automobile-related New Industry Special
Zone to develop new industries and to aim for export by mobilizing advanced
environmental technologies, 2) Next Generation Manufacturing and Service
Industry Development Special Zone to mobilize technological resources from across
the country, 3) Development of “Ports and Airports in the Rehabilitation Special
Zone” to restore and expand trade, and 4) Fisheries Rehabilitation Special Zone to
promote strategic fishery policies, including new entry in to fisheries.
The members intend to reflect their vision in the Basic Rehabilitation Policy to be
formulated by the government by the end of July.
Among the members are Tarutoko and others who are positive for partnership or a
coalition of the Democratic and Liberal Democratic parties. Therefore, some people
see their “vision” to be a strategic stone placed for possible partnership between the
ruling and opposition parties after the resignation of prime minister Kan.
http://www.yomiuri.co.jp/politics/news/20110717-OYT1T00795.htm
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Non-partisan Group studying a “Rehabilitation Vision”
―MPs Tarutoko and Aisawa, Joined also by Ishihara former Vice Cabinet Secretary
It was learned that on April l6, 2011, Nobuo Ishihara, former Vice Cabinet
Secretary and some MPs of the Democratic Party and Liberal Democratic Party began
discussing the Rehabilitation Vision for the East Japan Earthquake-afflicted area.
The non-partisan group (organized by Koji Suzuki) plans to conclude their
rehabilitation plan and timeline for rehabilitation by the end of this month and reflect
the plan in the Rehabilitation Plan to be formulated by the Rehabilitation Headquarters
of the government.
The group consists of 20 members including Ishihara, who was the coordinator
within the government at the time of the Hanshin Awaji Earthquake in 1995, Shinji
Tarutoko, Democratic Party, chair of the Committee of Fundamental National Policies
of the Diet, and Ichiro Aisawa, chair of the LDP’s Diet Affairs Committee.
They propose that 1) a Law be enacted to establish a special preferential zone
(Enterprise Zone) in the disaster area, and that 2) small and medium size factories be
transferred to Osaka.
As opposition to the idea of coalition of the Democratic Party and Liberal
Democratic Party is mounting among Liberal Democrats, there will be difficulties in the
study and formulation of the “Rehabilitation Vision.”
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